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Crises Mode 2021 (Commentary)
Unless one is of the “let’s eat, drink, and be merry crowd” or the “clueless” who have no
discernment of the evil of the day, there is no doubt that, since the beginning of the 21 st
century, the year 2021 is turning out to be the worst on so many fronts that it is a challenge
to catalogue all of it.
I find it interesting that Ben Stein, actor and economist, recently wrote a eulogy titled
“Goodbye America”. Here are some excerpts of his assessment of the sorry state of affairs
America is in today:
“July 2021. A month that will live in infamy. If there is such a thing as “history” in the
Biden–Orwell–Soros omni-dictatorship, July 2021 will mark the month that the
Constitution, the “greatest work ever thrown off by the hand and mind of man,” as
Gladstone put it, was thrown into the Ministry of Truth Memory Hole. … Now, in the
year 2021, the iron curtain has come down hard… We no longer have a constitution.
… And so, goodbye to the greatest experiment in the history of the world.”
Whether one agrees with his assessment or not, what is striking is that he has marked July
2021 as the end of America as we have known it, as free speech is being suppressed in
ways unimaginable to those who believe in the tenets of the republic.
Many are now saying things very similar to this. As I have reported often, this goes along
with the Lord’s counsel to me that 2021 would be the worst year (link above). So, in
principle, I concur with Mr. Stein, who is touching on only one facet of our demise as a
nation; there are many more. Structures are crumbling!
As I began writing this insight, I came across a recent interview with Peter A. McCullough,
MD, who is a highly reputable and recognized, published doctor. Here is what he had to
say (bold added).
“I personally think that something has gone very wrong in the world. The whole
medical bio-scientific underpinnings have been broken,” McCullough said.
“We’re off our moorings. We’re not having evidence-based medicine. We’re not
seeing reasonable conclusions being made. We’re not even seeing regulatory
decisions being followed.” … “I think we’re in for a 3–5-year period of turmoil. I
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think it’s mental turmoil in human beings. It’s really alarming,” he concluded.
“It’s most alarming among colleagues of medicine, in medical institutions. The
right decisions are not being made right now and people are being harmed.”
So, what is rising up is a loss of public trust in government and medical institutions that
have brought havoc upon people, not only in the US but also around the world. Simply, the
world is in crises (plural) mode!
[Before continuing, it is needful to explain why reference is made to previous insights. It is
done for those just tuning in to the many insights posted, so that they see the hand of the
Lord in them. There is a lot of history in these insights that is leading to one person and
one event—King Jesus and His return! Believe me when I say I have no interest in trying to
prove that I am right in what I report or to draw attention to myself. As Paul would say: Let
Him who boasts, boast in the Lord. I purpose to know nothing among you except Jesus
Christ. I would add, woe be unto us if Jesus is not central, supreme, and preeminent!]
In a January 2021 posting, Fog Lifted - Word for 2021, I shared what had been revealed to
me on December 2, 2020. In particular, the counsel of the Lord revealed crises were coming
involving science, medicine, and the metaphysical. Here is an excerpt from this posting.
Science is in a crisis. Many do not see this but I now tell you. Because in this crisis
many mistakes will be made based on false assumptions that go against the way I
formed creation to operate. The politicization of science will become much worse
than it is now. The medical field is likewise in a crisis and will follow the same path.
I have told you a metaphysical crisis is coming and so it must and it will. Be on the
lookout for these crises.
And so, I’ve been diligent to be on the lookout for indications of these crises. By the way:
I’ve recently heard others refer to a coming metaphysical crisis, as well.
In case you have missed it, we are most definitely in the midst of a medical crisis—not one
based on informed people refusing to be jabbed with an experimental drug, as the
mainstream establishment would have us believe, but on the censorship of real science
(now nefariously and deceptively labeled by the mainstream as disinformation or
misinformation) coming from doctors and scientists who are striving for open and honest
discussion of studies, data, and research, which is how true science works best.
The governing institutions (including multi-letter health agencies, such as WHO, CDC, FDA,
state-run health departments, etc.), along with a media propaganda establishment, have
been forcing or coercing the public into following their “guidelines” as they repeatedly say
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they are “following the science”. Together these institutions are the force behind driving
humanity to delusion, near-insanity, and the brink of destruction through fear (an ancient
tactic) and panic. And, it’s getting worse by the day.
The ones trying to censor what they call misinformation are the ones spreading the misdis-information by not following true, evidence-based science that has been arrived at
through an open dialogue, even rigorous debate, among critical-thinking scientists from a
variety of specialties, without being beholden to whoever holds the purse strings for their
grants or salaries. At the core of this open scientific debate are rigorous reviews of sciencebased studies and research conducted, again, by those who are not beholden to those who
finance such things. Unfortunately, the biblical adage that the love of money is the root of
all sorts of evil is a powerful force in our day and a strong thread running through
government, science, and medicine. The so-called pandemic is not exempt from this force
(surely an understatement).
So, when (hopefully, not if) the public wakes up to the reality of the multitude of lies they
have been fed by the governments and other powers-to-be of the world, they will lose all
confidence in these institutions and no longer see them as their saviors (a savior-complex).
As an aside, all that has happened over the last 18 months or so should cause people to
question the caliber of the people they have “elected” to public office. Given how they
have led should lead to questioning many things about their character and ability. Are they
irrational, unreasoning, incompetent, even ignorant? Are they non-critical thinkers who
are followers, not leaders? Are they so political and ideological that they care not for the
interests of their constituents? Have they led according to their own fear and panic? Have
they been honest with us? Is there a hidden agenda in play that benefits the few, not the
many? Are they bought and paid for by unknown entities? These questions are asked—
highlighting the negatives of character, integrity, and ability—because, without doubt, in
some (perhaps, great) measure, these have been on full display.
It’ll be a good thing when the savior-complex (i.e., governments and the modern-day
drug-infused, allopathic medical practice, driven by money, are the saviors of the world)
is at last broken. The sooner, the better! Actually, the much better (best) way is coming
very soon—it is the healing power of the Kingdom of God centered in the one who has
conquered death—Jesus, the Savior of the world.
As stressed many times, it is time to wake up, especially for the Lord’s people (the ones
truly belonging to Him in heart). Without any doubt, the Great Anointing that is coming is
paramount in this awakening, as it will be the vehicle by which the Lord will begin to
awaken the whole world and bring the many into healing and good health—the ones that
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will have been severely damaged by the draconian measures and the experimental
treatments (jabs) that have been thrust upon the world population.
The future of humanity depends on the Anointing that leads to the Presence of the Lord
Jesus. This cannot be shouted loud enough! Who is listening?
You see, the crises that the world is now facing, along with the ones yet to come, are driving
toward a great crescendo, a perfect storm, a tidal wave, of sorts, that will cause the world
to cry out for help as it comes to the end of itself. Make no mistake; even the religious
world will be crying out, no matter what god they purport to serve. The nefarious will be
shown for what they have been—expressionless, vacuous, lifeless entities. As bad as this
sounds, it is a good thing. In the life of a Christian, it is known that we must come to the
end of our self-life of behavior that is contrary to God’s divine life and also to the end of
anything in our life that is not rooted and grounded in Christ and His love that runs deep.
Clearly, for believers in the Lord Jesus, it must be no longer I, but Christ who lives in me.
We are a new creation—not because we have become better as we have lived out our lives
in the flesh but because we have a new life within us—the life of Christ! Our good in the
flesh is not what brings delight to the Father of all. What brings Him delight is His Son,
seeing His Son lived out in humanity. The end of ourselves and the filling with God’s Son
and, ultimately, being transformed into the image of His glory is at the heart of sonship.
Since this is the way forward for the Lord’s people, do we think that it will be any different
for the rest (the many) of the world? Do we think it isn’t going to be necessary for them to
go through a similar, but perhaps more painful, process? God fully intends to re-create,
through His Son and the many sons of glory, His entire very good creation that He so loves
until it comes into the divine perfection that He has intended for it all along. God will not
fail, for His Son has not failed to rescue the earth and all humanity from all that is contrary
to the image of God.
Here is the crux of the matter: the Anointing will come in the midst of the crises, and on
the other side of all the crises, when the world has come to the end of itself, God’s glory
will begin to fill the earth as His Kingdom openly manifests on earth and takes root among
the nations with King Jesus seated upon the throne of the world with His glorious Body at
His right hand. What was inaugurated in the first century AD through the cross, the empty
tomb, and the ascension of God’s Son into glory will openly manifest until the whole world
sees the one who has always fought for the interests of humanity (as He is doing so now)
and God’s heavenly kingdom (God's will) comes to earth!
So, don’t be afraid of the crises. Be at peace! Know Jesus as your Trust and the Way through
the days ahead. His light is shining in the darkness. May we be that light!
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